MISSION & VISION
Working within the Methodist mission in Cambodia, CHAD seeks to
share the love of God known through Jesus Christ in ways that create
trust, hope and wholeness of life—physically, socially and spiritually.
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REFLECTIONS IN 2017
In reflecting on the year 2017 as the new country coordinator of
mission in Cambodia, some words that pop into my mind are
“sacrifice”, “kingdom mind” and “faith into action”. Of all the
ministries that we do in Cambodia, CHAD surely fits into these three
phrases to describe its ministries.
Despite the “unfriendly” travel situation in Cambodia, the
members of CHAD do not hesitate to go to provinces and remote
villages where much-needed programs for the communities are
established. I see true sacrifice in the willingness and the zeal CHAD
puts into their ministry. I also know that such sacrifice is possible
because every member of CHAD has the kingdom mind where we
understand God’s love is for “everyone and anyone”.
As CHAD continues to put their faith into action through their
kingdom-minded sacrifice, I believe that Cambodia will take a leap
closer to God. I praise God for this wonderful ministry in
Cambodia and ask for your continued support for CHAD through
your thoughts and prayers.

Rev. Andrew S. Lee
Country Coordinator, GBGM Cambodia
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Amongst the many accomplishments of CHAD in 2017, one
thing that truly impacted me was how our partner churches and
communities are taking more ownership and responsibility
over various development works. CHAD is guided by it’s deep
belief that people as God’s image bearers should not be treated
as objects, but rather subjects of their own development process.
We in the CHAD team are consciously working towards program
sustainability that is focused on building local ownership by
our partners in the communities we are serving.
A critical element in this process of building local ownership is the
quality of engagement happening between the church and their
community. As a valuable partner of CHAD and God’s agent of
change, the church plays a very important role in promoting local
ownership and helping people to understand their identity and
purpose in life. As people realize who they truly are, their
understanding as mere beneficiaries or recipients of CHAD’s
program transforms into a deep sense of self-dignity and
independency. To have witnessed this unfolding in the lives of many
individuals and families we are working with is a profound blessing
to us in the CHAD team this year. So, it is my joy and humble
privilege to share with you all—partners, supporters and friendsthe report of our accomplishments in Cambodia during 2017.
Blessings,

Mr. Kennedy O. Cruz
GBGM Missionary, CHAD Program Team Leader
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OUR
COLLECTIVE
IMPACT

Through your valuable support, we impacted the lives of thousands of poor
people in Cambodia:

15 OUT OF 19

1,520

2,757

actively participated &
facilitated CHAD activities
in their respective villages

(49% of project participants)
were non-church members;
this is a significant increase
in participation among
general community

in the villages
improved their
health, hygiene &
sanitation needs

SOCIAL CONCERNS
COMMITEE (SCC)
MEMBERS

BENEFICIARIES

FAMILIES

We also celebrate these highlights from our various project groups:

78,244

$139,153

collectively stored by 38 rice banks,
helping 496 families to access rice
especially during months of food
shortages

by 88 savings groups, making small
loans available to 1,146 poor families,
a 38% increase from 2016 data

KG RICE STOCK

CAPITAL RAISED
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WHY LOCAL
OWNERSHIP?

Local ownership is at the core of CHAD’s mission and vision in Cambodia. We
believe that local partners including church leaders, community members and
project participants play a crucial role in doing development work. Empowering
them to integrate development activities into their community life ensures that
CHAD programs can be self-sustaining in the long run.
While we continue to expand our reach among poor communities by improving their
access to basic needs, we also improve their collective capacities to be
self-sustainable and resilient. In addition, we strive to empower and train up our local
partners who will ultimately own and manage the development initiatives themselves.
Our partner communities are exposed to all aspects of development work through
CHAD’s inclusive approach in implementing project activities. Community members
are encouraged to think critically, work with each other and problem-solve using
resources that are already available in their villages. At the same time, local partners
are being equipped with technical and program management skills to help them
improve their own needs such as water supply, environmental sanitation, hygiene,
agriculture production, livelihood development and disaster mitigation.
CHAD also ensures that good financial
accountability is developed at the local
level. All grants that are provided through
our savings-based credit groups are used
as revolving funds. These are multiplied
through the savings and borrowings by
group members. This year, we are proud to
report that 88 savings-based credit groups
have collectively increased their capital
from $100,742 in Dec 2016 to $139,153.
This 38% increase in savings prove that
our local partners have more capacity to
collectively grow their resources, as well as
to implement project activities.
While we at CHAD recognize that
support from external stakeholders such
as our donors and volunteers are essential
in development work, the continuous strengthening of local capacity is critical for
projects to be sustainable. Finally, as we continue to equip our partners in program
implementation, we believe that our programs will soon be ready to be transitioned
to the local leadership.
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SUCCESS FOR
TEM KRIN & HER
COMMUNITY
6
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A MODEL FARMER’S STORY
CHAD’s strategic model for building local ownership can be witnessed in one of
its projects that promote model farmers. Integrated Farming System (IFS) promote
organic farming practices that preserve, protect and conserves bio-diversity in the
farming communities. This also expands an individual’s food and income base,
enabling families to be resilient and to adapt to climate change and mitigate
disasters.
The concept of model farmers stems from the idea that each individual has the
capacity to influence and train their peers thus allowing them to become resource
persons in improving local knowledge in any given community. This allows
individuals in communities to better utilize local resources and share experiences
amongst other participants.
Tem Krin is a model farmer from Tropiang Ampil, Kampong Chhnang province. She
first joined the IFS group because she saw the positive impact of chicken-raising
amongst her neighbors.

“I am thankful that I was chosen as a beneficiary in this project. Before, I did not
believe that chickens will give me extra income, but when I witnessed it from my
neighbor, I was encouraged and started my own production.”
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Tem Krin started raising chickens in February 2017, and was able to sell $200 worth
of chickens in the last 6 months. Aside from sending her children to school, some of
that income was also used to expand her small grocery shop in the village, as well
as to construct her family’s latrine. Tem Krin noticed that her family’s health greatly
improved from having enough food to eat, as well as by having better hygiene through
access to a latrine and clean water through CHAD’s water filter project.
The story of Tem Krin spread amongst her neighbors in the village, which increased
people’s interest in IFS. Today, she shares her technical knowledge and skills with
her fellow farmers in her village. And because of stories like hers, more people are
joining IFS groups, which increased the number of participants in this project.

became model farmers/early adapters/promoters. These model
farmers help train their fellow project group members through
the exchange experience and informal training. The impact
of model farmers was observed in 23 villages across
11 provinces where CHAD is currently working.
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COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTION
Sustainable development work can only be achieved with strong community
participation. At CHAD, we are proud to promote the effort made by program
participants from local churches and communities who have contributed the majority
of the needed resources to build each newly-established project.

8,400

$

Social Concerns
Committee (SCC)

9,943

$

Local Social
Concerns
Committee
(LSCC)

TOTAL COMMUNITY
CONTRIBUTION

183,391

$

165,048

$

PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

80% OF PROJECT RESOURCES

have been contributed by our local partners. And with the
help of CHAD, local communities are beginning to recognize
the importance of mobilizing local resource for initiating
and sustaining community development activities.
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OUR
PROGRAMS

HOLISTIC MINISTRY

Where the Methodist Church in Cambodia (MCC) is
present in Cambodia, communities are equipped with
the knowledge to create development projects. Local
churches through LSCCs initiate and manage
development projects in the communities following
holistic development.

HEALTHCARE ACCESS

To improve knowledge of community members on
current health issues and and access to health services.
This project also improves hygiene and sanitation practices
amongst participating community members.

INCOME GENERATION

To improve access of households to capital for small
business through group savings. This supports an
increased capacity of project groups in financial and
resources management.

FOOD SECURITY

To improve access to safe and nutritious food and
household income.

CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCY

To increase the capacity and resilience of local
communities to cope and mitigate current
impacts of changing climate patterns.
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HOLISTIC MINISTRY

In 2017, priorities and strategies for holistic ministry were increasingly
integrated within the MCC. Both the SCC and District Superintendents (DS)
cooperate in implementing CHAD’s development work within their respective
churches and communities. And because of the increased collaboration
between church and community, there is also an increase of non-church
participants from 45% in 2014 to 49% in 2017.

376

2,757

97 OUT OF 153

15

MCC church members,
pastors and leaders were trained in
various aspects of development
from a Biblical perspective

MCC churches actively
participated in various emergency
relief and development activities
among their respective
communities

church participants actively
participated in 138 community
/project groups

SCC members increased their
ownership in project activities by
doing independent visits to support
LSCCs in project implementation

INCOME GENERATION

Local partners in CHAD’s savings-based credit groups have made impressive
achievements in 2017, increasing their total capital by 38% from $100,742 as
of Dec 2016 to $139,153. This accomplishment not only improves a
community’s capacity to be self-sustaining, it also encourages participation
in local banking and decreases reliance on local money lenders or exploitive
forms of capital loans.
While CHAD supported ensuring local funds were made available,
community members began to invest in income-generating activities and
ultimately reduced reliance on traditional methods of livelihood such as rice
farming.

88
13

savings-based credit groups
collectively increased their
capital assets by 38% from
2016, to $100,742

$36,636

have been saved by 88 groups;
which is a 45% increase from 2016
data

HEALTHCARE ACCESS

A major highlight in 2017 was CHAD’s strengthening partnership with the
Government through the Ministry of Health (MoH). As a result, our team was
able to extend its services to one additional province, training a total of 268
Good Samaritan members. This development ultimately increased the number
of project participants.

475

1,248

78

125

poor patients including 304
women accessed public services,
with 42 patients receiving equity
funds from church partners

latrines were built through loans in
Battambang, Kompong Chhnang,
and Kompong Speu Provinces

poor sick people in Kratie Province
received free medical treatment
from Colorado USA UMVIM Team

families in Battambang, Kompong
Chhnang and Kompong Thom
Provinces received water filters

CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENCY

CHAD’s awareness-raising campaigns and series of training on Climate Change
equipped local communities to mitigate the impact of changing
climate patterns on food and livelihood security. These communities are trained
to identify and assess disaster hazards (i.e. flood, drought and storm) that
affect local population and their livelihoods. CHAD assists them in developing
coping strategies and action plans to strengthen their vulnerable livelihood
resources. This includes adopting bio-intensive gardening techniques that
preserve local production. Finally, we promote self-help groups to serve as the
community’s reserve funds in case of climate shocks.
This strategy ultimately aims to establish climate-resilient families and
communities in rural Cambodia.

571

farmers were trained in Integrated
Farming System (IFS) techniques
as well as identified adaptation
strategies to climate change
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FOOD SECURITY

In 2017, we made important progress in different aspects of food security. With
a significant increase in food supply in three villages, three rice banks
operating in these villages have decided to stop their operation. Most
participants in these rice banks became food sufficient and have opened their
own alternative forms of food production where they generate their own
income.
With this, IFS group members are also growing in number because of the
increasing number of success stories from previous IFS groups. More people
are able to join the IFS group and complete the short courses.

1,146

saving-based credit group
members received loans for rice
farming, small business ventures,
and IFS activities

1,039 OUT OF 1,535
families became food secured and
received fewer loans due to an
increase in rice sufficiency
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38

rice bank projects ran operations
in 10 MCC districts

ADVANCE DONORS
• Broomfield, Rocky Mountain Conference
• Calvary, Baltimore / Washington Conference
• Salmon United Methodist Church, Yellowstone Conference
• St. Luke-Simpson Church, Louisiana Conference
• Community Church, Northern Illinois Conference  
• Aldersgate, Virginia Conference
• Burke United Methodist Church, Virginia Conference
• Camas Church, Pacific Northwest Conference    

HOW TO GET INVOLVED?
CHAD’s impact among the poor in Cambodia is a collaborative and generous
effort by our local and international partners like you. Help us fund this important
work by donating through the Advance.
Community Health and Agricultural Development (CHAD-Cambodia)
http://www.umcmission.org/Give-to-Mission/Search-for-Projects/Projects/14916A

Kennedy Cruz (GBGM Missionary)- Advance #3019583
http://www.umcmission.org/explore-our-work/missionaries-in-service/missionary-profiles/Cruz-Kennedy

Edmund Makowa (Global Mission Fellow - International)
Advance #3022202
http://www.umcmission.org/explore-our-work/missionaries-in-service/missionary-profiles/makowa-edmund
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OUR
FINANCIALS

TOTAL
INCOME

213,028

$

TOTAL
EXPENDITURES

183,302

$

Advance		

$35,596

Programs & Operations

Connexio		

$30,705

Administration Cost

MCF			

$34,527

GBGM (NIM/PIM)

$12,200

UMCOR		

$50,000

GLOBAL HEALTH

$50,000

$170,221
$13,081

CHAD TEAM

From Top left: Mr. Leng Thy, Mr. Edmund Makowa, Mr. Kennedy Cruz,
		
Mr. Sotico Pagulayan III, Mr. Yi Chamreoun, Ms. Flavia Contreras,
		
Mrs. Sok Sophal, Ms. Him Daneth
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Community Health and Agricultural Development (CHAD)
is a development program and a mission initiative
implemented by the General Board of Global Ministries
of the United Methodist Church and the
Methodist Church in Cambodia (MCC).
www.chad-cambodia.blogspot.com
www.umccambodia.org

